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Search for supersymmetry in final states with jets, missing transverse momentum
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We present an update of a search for supersymmetry in final states containing jets, missing transverse
momentum, and one isolated electron or muon, using 1:04 fb1 of proton-proton collision data atﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 TeV recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC in the first half of 2011. The analysis is
carried out in four distinct signal regions with either three or four jets and variations on the (missing)
transverse momentum cuts, resulting in optimized limits for various supersymmetry models. No excess
above the standard model background expectation is observed. Limits are set on the visible cross section
of new physics within the kinematic requirements of the search. The results are interpreted as limits on the
parameters of the minimal supergravity framework, limits on cross sections of simplified models with
specific squark and gluino decay modes, and limits on parameters of a model with bilinear R-parity
violation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.85.012006 PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv, 13.85.Rm, 14.80.Ly
I. INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
Many extensions of the standard model predict the ex-
istence of new colored particles, such as the squarks (~q)
and gluinos (~g) of supersymmetric (SUSY) theories [1],
which could be accessible at the LHC. The dominant
SUSY production channels are assumed to be squark-
(anti)squark, squark-gluino, and gluino-gluino pair pro-
duction. Squarks and gluinos are expected to decay to
quarks and gluons and the SUSY partners of the gauge
bosons (charginos, ~, and neutralinos, ~0), leading to
events with energetic jets. In R-parity-conserving SUSY
models [2], the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is
stable and escapes detection, giving rise to events with
significant missing transverse momentum. In decay chains
with charginos (~qL ! q~, ~g! q q0 ~), the chargino
decay can produce a high-momentum lepton. LHC results
of searches for SUSY with 35 pb1 of data collected in
2010, in final states with zero, one, or two leptons (where
leptons refer to either electrons or muons), can be found in
Refs [3–18]. First results obtained with 1 fb1 of data
collected in 2011 have also been published for the no-
lepton channel [19].
This paper reports on an update of a search for events
with exactly one isolated high-transverse momentum
(pT, relative to the beam direction) electron or muon,
at least three high-pT jets, and significant missing trans-
verse momentum (EmissT ), using data collected by ATLAS
in the first half of 2011. The analysis proceeds similarly
to the analysis of the 2010 data [4], with a number of
differences. To cover a broader range of signals, the
analysis has been extended from one signal search region
to four. The kinematic requirements on leptons and jets
have been modified, to accommodate changing trigger
requirements, minimize the overlap with searches in
other final states, and optimize the sensitivity of the
search.
As in the 2010 analysis, a combined fit to the observed
number of events in signal and background control regions
is used to search for an excess of events in the signal
regions. The control regions normalize the backgrounds
from W and tt production. To estimate these backgrounds
in the signal regions, an extrapolation of the individual
background components from the control to the signal
regions is performed. This is done using transfer factors
obtained from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations that repre-
sent the expected ratio of events in the signal and control
regions for the various background processes.
The selection cuts are optimized based on samples of
simulated events. The cut optimization was performed not
only in the MSUGRA/CMSSM (minimal supergravity/
constrained minimal supersymmetric standard model)
framework [20,21], but also for simplified models charac-
terizing specific SUSY production and decay modes. The
results are interpreted in these MSUGRA/CMSSM and
simplified model frameworks, as well as in a model with
bilinear R-parity violation (bRPV) [22].
II. MODELS
In the MSUGRA/CMSSM model, supersymmetry is
characterized by universal scalar and gaugino mass pa-
rameters m0 and m1=2 and a universal trilinear coupling
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parameter A0, all expressed at the grand unified theory
scale, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the
two Higgs doublets, tan, and the sign of the Higgs
mixing parameter . In this paper, results are interpreted
in terms of m0 and m1=2 for fixed values of A0 ¼ 0,
tan ¼ 10, and > 0. The interpretation is given for
tan ¼ 10 rather than for tan ¼ 3 as in our previous
publication [4], since tan ¼ 3 is increasingly disfavored
by the results of direct Higgs boson searches. The influ-
ence of a variation of A0 on the results is very small,
whereas high values of tan (> 30) mostly affect the
behavior of the third generation of squarks and sleptons,
for which dedicated analyses are developed. ISAJET [23] is
used to calculate the SUSY particle mass spectrum at the
electroweak scale. For illustration purposes, the expected
signal distributions of the MSUGRA/CMSSM model
point m0 ¼ 500 GeV, m1=2 ¼ 330 GeV, which is close
to the expected sensitivity limit, are shown in the figures
of this paper.
Simplified models [24,25] are characterized by well-
defined SUSY particle production and decay modes, and
a minimal particle content for the final state under study.
This can be achieved by assuming that all SUSY particles
not of interest to a specific model are very massive and
decouple. In order to achieve a final state with leptons, the
simplified models considered here contain a chargino de-
caying to the lightest neutralino (LSP) and an on shell or
off shellW boson: ~ ! WðÞ ~0. The chargino arises from
the decay of a squark or a gluino, via one of the following
two models considered:
(i) In the mass hierarchy corresponding to sequential
squark-chargino-neutralino decay, hereafter called
the squark model, the decay chain ~q! q0 ~ !
q0WðÞ ~0 is assumed to have a 100% branching
fraction, and only first- and second-generation
squark-squark and squark-antisquark production is
considered. This is achieved by setting all other
SUSY particle masses, including those of third-
generation squarks, to multi-TeV values. This model
is characterized by three free parameters: m~q, m~0 ,
and x ¼ ðm~ m~0Þ=ðm~q m~0Þ.
(ii) In the gluino-chargino-neutralino model, hereafter
called gluino model, the decay chain ~g! q q~ !
q qWðÞ ~0 is assumed to have a 100% branching
fraction, and only gluino-gluino production is con-
sidered. This is achieved by setting all other SUSY
particle masses, including those of all squarks, to
multi-TeV values. This model is also characterized
by three free parameters: m~g, m~0 , and x ¼ ðm~ 
m~0Þ=ðm~g m~0Þ.
The assumption of massive third-generation squarks in the
squark model is motivated by the fact that the phenome-
nology of light third-generation squarks (production of top
and/or bottom squarks) is covered by a separate dedicated
analysis [7]. For each choice of the three free parameters in
the simplified models, the sparticle mass spectrum at the
weak scale, and the sparticle decays are fully specified.
Simplified models are used to identify the limits of the
effectiveness of the search, characterize a possible ex-
cess in data, and derive limits. Constraints on a wide
variety of models can be deduced from limits on sim-
plified models [25].
The MSUGRA/CMSSM model and the simplified
models assume R-parity conservation. Additionally, re-
sults are interpreted in a model that allows for bilinear
R-parity-breaking terms in the superpotential [22]. Such
terms lead to nonvanishing vacuum expectation values for
the sneutrinos which in turn induce a mixing between
neutrinos and neutralinos, thus providing a phenomeno-
logically viable alternative to the origin of neutrino mass
and mixing [26,27]. In the study presented here, the
R-parity-violating couplings are embedded in an
MSUGRA/CMSSM SUSY production model. For a
chosen set of MSUGRA parameters, the bRPV parame-
ters are unambiguously determined under the tree-level
dominance scenario [28] by fitting them to the neutrino
oscillations data as described in Ref. [29]. The neutralino
LSP is unstable and decays within the detector through
decay modes that predominantly include neutrinos [30].
Such decays along with the presence of neutrinos in
SUSY decay chains such as ~ ! ‘~0 lead to signifi-
cant missing transverse momentum. However, this model
was not used to optimize the selection. Only the muon
selection is considered in this analysis since in the lep-
tonic decays of the LSP, the electron channels are highly
suppressed in favor of the - and -producing modes.
Scenarios leading to a long lifetime (c * 15 mm) of the
LSP are not considered here.
III. THE ATLAS DETECTOR
ATLAS [31] is a particle physics detector with a
forward-backward symmetric cylindrical geometry and
near 4 coverage in solid angle [32]. The inner detector
consists of a silicon pixel detector, a silicon microstrip
detector (SCT), and a transition radiation tracker (TRT).
The inner detector is surrounded by a thin superconducting
solenoid providing a 2 T magnetic field, and by high-
granularity liquid-argon (LAr) sampling electromagnetic
(EM) calorimeters. Hadron calorimetry is provided by an
iron-scintillator tile calorimeter in the central rapidity
range. The end-cap and forward regions are instrumented
with LAr calorimeters for both electromagnetic and had-
ronic measurements. The muon spectrometer is based on
three large superconducting toroids arranged with an eight-
fold azimuthal coil symmetry around the calorimeters, and
a system of three stations of chambers for the trigger and
chambers for precise measurements.
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IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
MC simulations are used to develop the analysis, ex-
trapolate backgrounds from the control to the signal re-
gions, and to assess sensitivity to specific SUSY signal
models. Samples of W and Z= production with accom-
panying jets are simulated with ALPGEN [33], using the
CTEQ6L1 [34] parton density functions (PDFs). Top quark
pair production is simulated with MC@NLO [35] and the
next-to-leading-order (NLO) PDF set CTEQ66 [36], which
is used for all NLOMC. Single top production is simulated
with MC@NLO. Fragmentation and hadronization for the
ALPGEN and MC@NLO samples is performed with HERWIG
[37], using JIMMY [38] for the underlying event. Diboson
production is simulated with HERWIG, using the
MRST2007LO* [39] modified leading-order PDFs.
SUSY signal samples in the MSUGRA/CMSSM model
and for the simplified models are generated with HERWIG
++ [40], normalized using NLO cross sections determined
by PROSPINO [41]. The bRPV sparticle spectrum is calcu-
lated with SPHENO 3.1 [42,43], the event generation is
carried out by PYTHIA6 [44] and the NLO cross sections
are also provided by PROSPINO. The MC samples are
produced using an ATLAS parameter tune of PYTHIA and
HERWIG/JIMMY [45] and a GEANT4 [46] based detector
simulation [47]. Detailed comparisons of MC-predicted
lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies to the
corresponding measurements from data are used to deter-
mine scale factors. These scale factors obtained from
specifically selected event samples, such as Z! ‘‘, are
then used to correct the MC prediction of efficiencies and
acceptances for both signal and background events. The
MC samples are produced with a simulation of multiple
interactions per LHC bunch crossing (pileup). Differing
pileup conditions as a function of the instantaneous lumi-
nosity of the LHC machine are taken into account by
reweighting MC events according to the mean number of
interactions expected.
V. OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION
Collision events are selected by requiring a recon-
structed primary vertex with at least five associated tracks,
consistent with the beam spot position.
Electrons are reconstructed from clusters in the EM
calorimeter matched to a track in the inner detector [48].
Several requirements on the track and clusters are imposed
to select true electrons. The ‘‘medium’’ electron selection,
used in this analysis to estimate the contribution from
nonisolated and misidentified electrons and to veto on
dileptonic events, is based on calorimeter shower shape,
inner-detector track quality, and track-to-calorimeter-
cluster matching. Electrons in the final selection are re-
quired to pass the ‘‘tight’’ electron definition, which adds
a requirement on the ratio E=p, where E is the calorimeter
cluster energy and p is the track momentum, and detection
of transition radiation in the TRT. Furthermore, the elec-
tron is required to be isolated: the pT sum of tracks within
a cone of R< 0:2 around the electron candidate (ex-
cluding the electron candidate itself) is required to be less
than 10% of the electron pT. All electrons are required to
pass kinematic cuts of pT > 20 GeV and jj< 2:47. In
addition, electrons with a distance to the closest jet of
0:2< R< 0:4 are discarded, where R ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðÞ2 þ ð	Þ2p . For tight electrons, the pT requirement
is raised to 25 GeV.
Preselected muons are either the result of a combined
track in the muon spectrometer and in the inner detector,
or a muon spectrometer segment matching with an ex-
trapolated inner detector track [49]. The matched inner
detector track must have  1 hit in the pixel detector,  1
hit in the inner layer of the pixel detector if the pixel
detector module at that location is operational,  6 hits in
the SCT, and fewer than two missing hits on the track in
pixel and SCT detectors. For jj< 1:9, at least 6 TRT
hits are required, and the number of TRT hits that are
classified as ‘‘outliers’’ must be less than 90% of the total
number of TRT hits on the track. The latter cut is also
applied if jj  1:9 and at least 6 TRT hits are on the
track. TRT outliers appear in two forms in the track
reconstruction, as a straw tube with a signal but not
crossed by the nearby track, or as a set of TRT measure-
ments in the prolongation of a track which, however,
failed to form a smooth trajectory together with the pixel
and SCT measurements. These quality cuts are put in
place to suppress fake tracks and discriminate against
muons from hadron decays. Muons with a distance to
the closest jet of R< 0:4 are discarded. In order to
reject muons resulting from cosmic rays, tight cuts are
applied on the proximity of the muon trajectories to the
primary vertex (PV): jz  zPVj< 5 mm and d0 < 2 mm,
where z is the z coordinate of the extrapolated muon
track at the point of closest approach to the primary
vertex, zPV is the z coordinate of the primary vertex,
and d0 is the magnitude of the impact parameter of the
muon in the transverse plane. These preselected muons,
similar to the electron case, are used to quantify the
contribution from nonisolated muons and to reject events
with additional muons, and are required to have pT >
10 GeV, and jj< 2:4. For muons in the final selection,
the pT requirement is raised to 20 GeV, and the muon is
required to be isolated: the pT sum of tracks within a
cone of R< 0:2 around the muon candidate (exclud-
ing the muon candidate itself) is required to be less
than 1.8 GeV.
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt jet clustering
algorithm [50] with a radius parameter of 0.4. The inputs
to the jet algorithm are three-dimensional clusters formed
from energy deposits in the calorimeter. The jets are
calibrated using pT- and -dependent correction factors
based on MC simulation and validated by test beam and
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collision data studies [51]. Preselected jets are required to
have pT > 20 GeV and jj< 2:8. Events with jets not
passing jet quality criteria against noise and noncollision
backgrounds [52] are rejected. Jets within a distance
R< 0:2 of a preselected electron are rejected, since
these jets are likely to be electrons also reconstructed as
jets. For jets in the signal regions, the pT requirement is
tightened to 25 GeV and to remove jets that are not
associated with the hard scattering of interest, jets with
associated tracks are required to pass the selection that at
least 75% of the summed pT of all associated tracks must
come from tracks associated to the selected primary
vertex.
The occurrence of a b-tagged jet in the final state is used
to distinguish between tt andW events. The reconstruction
of b-tagged jets proceeds as for other jets, apart from the
requirement that jj< 2:5, and that a b-tagging algorithm
exploiting both impact parameter and secondary vertex
information [53] tags the jet. This algorithm has a 60%
efficiency for tagging b-jets in a Monte Carlo sample of tt
events, with a mistag rate for light quarks and gluons of
less than 1%.
The missing transverse momentum EmissT in this analysis
is the opposite of the vectorial pT sum of reconstructed
objects in the event, comprised of the jets with pT >
20 GeV, the selected lepton, any additional identified non-
isolated muons, and three-dimensional calorimeter clusters
with jj< 4:5 not belonging to any of the aforementioned
object types.
During a part of the data-taking period, an electronics
failure in the LAr barrel EM calorimeter created a dead
region in the second and third layers, corresponding to
approximately 1:4 0:2 in  	. Events with an
electron in this region are vetoed, leading to loss of signal
efficiency of about 1%. The energy measurement for jets in
the data in the problematic region is underestimated. A
correction to the jet energy is made using the energy
depositions in the cells neighboring the dead region, and
this is also propagated to EmissT . The correction to the jet
energy amounts to a few percent for jets just touching the
dead region and reaches 40% for jets in the center of the
dead region. The contribution of jets in the dead region to
EmissT can be estimated and is denoted as E
miss
T ðholeÞ.
Projecting this quantity on the direction of EmissT gives the
quantity EmissT ðholeÞ ¼ EmissT ðholeÞ  cos	ðjet; ~EmissT Þ.
Events with EmissT ðholeÞ> 10 GeV and
EmissT ðholeÞ=EmissT > 0:1 are rejected. This requirement
rejects less than 0.5% of the events in the signal regions,
and up to 2% of the events in the control regions.
In the event selection, a number of variables derived
from the reconstructed objects are used. The transverse
mass mT formed by E
miss




2  p‘T  EmissT ð1 cosð	ð ~‘; ~EmissT ÞÞÞ
q
:
The effective mass meff is obtained from objects in the
event as the scalar sum
meff ¼ p‘T þ
X3ð4Þ
i¼1
pjetiT þ EmissT ;
where p
jeti
T are the transverse momenta of the three (four)
leading jets.
VI. TRIGGER AND DATA SELECTION
The data were collected between March and July 2011.
The trigger system selects events online by requiring an
electron or muon trigger to fire. The electron trigger selects
electrons that deposit an amount of energy corresponding
to ET ¼ E sin
 > 20 GeV in the calorimeter. The muon
trigger requirement determines a logical OR between a
trigger that requires a muon with pT > 18 GeV and a
trigger that requires a muon of looser quality with pT >
40 GeV in the barrel; the OR of these two triggers in-
creases the trigger acceptance in the barrel. The trigger
efficiency is measured in the data. To assure good data
quality, only runs in which all subdetectors perform well
are used, resulting in a data set corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 1:04 fb1, with an estimated uncer-
tainty of 3.7% [54].
VII. EVENT SELECTION
The kinematic selections start by requiring the presence
of exactly one lepton (electron or muon) with pT >
25 GeV in case of an electron and pT > 20 GeV for
muons. If another lepton is reconstructed with pT >
20 GeV (medium electrons) or pT > 10 GeV (preselected
muons), the event is rejected in order to minimize overlap
with other analyses aimed at final states with higher lepton
multiplicities.
At least three or four good jets with pseudorapidity
jj< 2:8 are required, depending on the selection, as out-
lined below. Large mismeasurement of the jet transverse
momenta are avoided by requiring that EmissT is not aligned
with any of the three or four selected jets (	ðjeti; ~EmissT Þ>
0:2). Kinematic distributions after application of the lepton
and jet selection requirements are shown in Fig. 1 for at
least three jets and Fig. 2 for at least four jets.
A. Signal regions
Four different signal regions are defined to maximize the
sensitivity to different kinematic configurations of super-
symmetric event topologies
(1) ‘‘Loose’’ 3-jet selection (3JL). The loose 3-jet se-
lection is nearly identical to the selection used in the
analysis of the 2010 data [4]. At least three jets, with
pT > 60 GeV for the leading jet, and pT > 25 GeV
for the other jets, are required. The transverse mass
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FIG. 1 (color online). Distributions after requiring one electron with pT > 25 GeV or one muon with pT > 20 GeV, and at least three
jets with pT > 60; 25; 25 GeV and 	ðjeti; ~EmissT Þ> 0:2. The top row shows the missing transverse momentum, EmissT , the middle row
shows the transversemass,mT, and the bottom row displays the effectivemass,meff . The electron channel is shown in the left column, the
muon channel is shown in the right column. The ‘‘Data/SM’’ plots show the ratio between data and the summed standard model
expectation. In these plots, the standard model expectation is derived from Monte Carlo simulations only, normalized to the theoretical
cross sections. The uncertainty band on the standard model expectation combines the MC statistical uncertainty and systematic
uncertainties on the jet energy scale and resolution, the lepton resolution and identification efficiencies, pileup and luminosity. For
illustration, the expected signal distributions of theMSUGRA/CMSSMmodel pointm0 ¼ 500 GeV,m1=2 ¼ 330 GeV are also showmn.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Distributions after requiring one electron with pT > 25 GeV or one muon with pT > 20 GeV, and at least four
jets with pT > 60; 25; 25; 25 GeV and 	ðjeti; ~EmissT Þ> 0:2. The top row shows the missing transverse momentum, the middle row
shows the transverse mass, and the bottom row displays the effective mass. The electron channel is shown in the left column, the muon
channel is shown in the right column. The ‘‘Data/SM’’ plots show the ratio between data and the summed standard model expectation.
In these plots, the standard model expectation is derived from Monte Carlo simulations only, normalized to the theoretical cross
sections. The uncertainty band on the standard model expectation combines the MC statistical uncertainty and systematic uncertainties
on the jet energy scale and resolution, the lepton resolution and identification efficiencies, pileup and luminosity. For illustration, the
expected signal distributions of the MSUGRA/CMSSM model point m0 ¼ 500 GeV, m1=2 ¼ 330 GeV are also shown.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Distributions for events in the lepton plus three jets control regions for the electron channel (left column) and
muon channel (right column). Top row: effective mass in the W þ jets control region. Middle row: effective mass in the top control
region. Bottom row: number of b-tagged jets in the combined W þ jets and top control regions. The ‘‘Data/SM’’ plots show the ratio
between data and the summed standard model expectation. The uncertainty band on the standard model expectation combines the MC
statistical uncertainty and systematic uncertainties on the jet energy scale and resolution, b-tagging, the lepton resolution and
identification efficiencies, pileup and luminosity.
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mT must exceed 100 GeV, and E
miss
T must be larger
than 125 GeV. Two final cuts, EmissT =meff > 0:25 and
meff > 500 GeV, define this signal region.
(2) Tight 3-jet selection (3JT). In the tight 3-jet selec-
tion, the requirement on the leading jet pT is raised
to 80 GeV. In addition to these cuts, the following
criteria are applied: mT > 100 GeV, E
miss
T >
240 GeV, EmissT =meff > 0:15 and meff > 600 GeV.
(3) ‘‘Loose’’ 4-jet selection (4JL). Four jets with pT >
25 GeV are required, with at least one of them
exceeding 60 GeV. In addition to the jet cuts, the
selection requires: mT > 100 GeV, E
miss
T >
140 GeV, EmissT =meff > 0:30 and meff > 300 GeV.
(4) Tight 4-jet selection (4JT). A tight selection with at
least four jets is defined. The pT requirement on the
nonleading jets is raised to 40 GeV, whereas the
leading jet is still required to pass pT > 60 GeV.
To define this signal region, three more criteria are
imposed: EmissT > 200 GeV, E
miss
T =meff > 0:15 and
meff > 500 GeV.
The tight signal regions are optimized for the MSUGRA/
CMSSM model, which is characterized by energetic jets
and large missing transverse momentum. The loose
signal regions perform better for the simplified models
with compressed particle spectra, i.e., when the LSP
mass approaches the squark or gluino mass. The 3-jet
selection is optimized for squark-squark and squark-
antisquark production, the 4-jet selection is better suited
for squark-gluino and gluino-gluino production.
FIG. 4 (color online). Distributions for events in the lepton plus four jets control regions for the electron channel (left column) and
muon channel (right column). Top row: effective mass in the W þ jets control region. Bottom row: effective mass in the top control
region. The ‘‘Data/SM’’ plots show the ratio between data and the summed standard model expectation. The uncertainty band on the
standard model expectation combines the MC statistical uncertainty and systematic uncertainties on the jet energy scale and resolution,
b-tagging, the lepton resolution and identification efficiencies, pileup and luminosity.
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B. Control regions
Two classes of control regions are defined, i.e., sepa-
rate control regions for the 3-jet and the 4-jet selec-
tions. The requirements on the lepton and the jets in the
control regions are identical to those in the signal
regions.
(1) W þ jets control regions (WR). W þ jets control
regions are defined by requiring 30GeV<EmissT <
80 GeV, 40GeV<mT < 80 GeV, and that none
of the three or four jets with the highest pT is tagged
as a b-jet.
(2) Top control regions (TR). Top control regions are
defined by identical cuts on EmissT and mT as for the
W þ jets control regions, but requiring at least one
b-tagged jet among the three or four jets with the
highest pT.
The jet requirements are identical to the ones of the
loose signal regions. In addition, a cut on meff is applied
to both classes of control regions, again corresponding to
the cut of the loose signal regions: meff > 500 GeV for the
3-jet selection, and meff > 300 GeV for the 4-jet selection.
Fig. 3 shows distributions of meff and the number of
b-tagged jets for events in the W þ jets and top control
regions for the electron and muon channel applying the
3-jet selection. The distributions ofmeff in the 4-jet control
regions are shown in Fig. 4. The MC simulation describes
the data well.
VIII. BACKGROUND ESTIMATION
The multijet background is estimated from the data in
the signal regions and in the W þ jets and top control
regions, using a matrix method. This background origi-
nates from jets misidentified as leptons, but also from
nonisolated real leptons, for example, from heavy flavor
decay. In this paper, both components are collectively
called misidentified leptons. For all regions, multijet-
dominated samples are defined by loosening the lepton
identification criteria: for electrons the medium criteria
are used instead of the tight criteria [48], and for both
electrons and muons the isolation criterion is dropped.
Defining Npass and Nfail as the number of events in such a
loose sample passing or failing the final lepton selection
criteria, and defining Nreal and Nmisid as the number of real
and the number of misidentified leptons, the following
equations hold:
Npass ¼ realNreal þ misidNmisid;
Nfail ¼ ð1 realÞNreal þ ð1 misidÞNmisid;
where real is the relative identification efficiency for real
leptons, and misid is the misidentification efficiency for
misidentified leptons. Solving the equations leads to:
N
pass
misid ¼ misidNmisid ¼
Nfail  ð1=real  1ÞNpass
1=misid  1=real :
The efficiency real is taken from simulated Z! ee
events (electron channel) or tt and W þ jets events
(muon channel). The efficiency misid is determined
from data control samples enriched in multijet events,
selected as follows. For the electron channel medium
electrons with pT > 20 GeV are required. In addition,
one jet with pT > 30 GeV needs to be present in the
event. To suppress W and tt contributions, an upper cut
of 30 GeV is imposed on EmissT . For the determination of
the multijet background in the top control region, a b-tag
is required for at least one of the selected jets. For the
muon final state, the multijet control region is defined by
one preselected muon with pT > 20 GeV, one jet with
pT > 60 GeV and E
miss
T < 30 GeV. These control
samples are corrected for contamination by real leptons,
which amounts to about 9% for muons, and less than 3%
for electrons. The misidentification efficiency misid is
measured as function of pT and  and this dependence
is considered in the determination of the multijet contri-
bution in both the signal and control regions. Typical
values for real and misid are 88% and 10%, respectively,
for the electron channel, and 98% and 35%, respectively,
for the muon channel.
A normalization of theW þ jets and top backgrounds to
the data is performed in the W þ jets and top control
regions. Assuming that the shape of the distributions is
described correctly by theMonte Carlo simulation, transfer
factors CjiR!SR from control region iR (i ¼W, T) to signal






Thus the predicted contribution for background type j in





Typical values for the transfer factors are CWWR!SR ¼
0:023 ð0:007Þ and CttTR!SR ¼ 0:040 ð0:023Þ for the electron
channel and the 3JT (4JL) selection. The control regions
are not 100% pure, and cross-contamination of back-
grounds in the various control regions is taken into ac-
count. The solution of the coupled equations is performed
in a combined fit to each signal region and the correspond-
ing WR and TR control regions. The estimated
backgrounds include contributions from dileptonic events
with an undetected lepton as well as top quark orW þ jets
production with leptonic tau decays.
The assumption that the MC simulation is able to predict
the backgrounds in the signal regions from the control
regions is validated by checking additional control regions
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at lowmT and highE
miss
T , or at lowE
miss
T and highmT. Since
these additional control regions have different kinematics
and composition than the nominal ones, these regions are
susceptible to reacting differently to any mismodeling of
the data. In each region, the observed number of events is
compared to the prediction of the nominal background fit.
In these 28 additional control regions, only one is found
where the difference between expected and observed
events exceeds 2.
Possible contamination from events originating from
cosmic ray muons is estimated by loosening the
jz  zPVj< 5 mm requirement and studying the z
distribution, and is found to be negligible. Remaining
backgrounds from single top and diboson production are
estimated with MC simulation, and are also found to be
negligible.
IX. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
In this analysis systematic uncertainties arise on the
estimates of the background in the signal regions, as
well as on the estimate of the SUSY signal itself. The
primary sources of systematic uncertainty are the jet
energy scale (JES) calibration, the jet energy resolution
(JER) uncertainty, theory and MC modeling uncertain-
ties, and uncertainties on object reconstruction and
identification.
The JES uncertainty has been measured from the com-
plete 2010 data set using the techniques described in
Ref. [55]. Additional contributions to the JES uncertainty
are added to account for the effect of pileup at the relatively
high luminosity delivered by the LHC in the 2011 run. The
JES and JER calibrations are applied to MC-simulated jets,
and their uncertainties are propagated throughout the
analysis, including to EmissT .
The JER measured with 2010 data [56] is applied to all
MC-simulated jets. The difference in the JER between the
recalibrated and nominal MC simulation is taken as the
systematic uncertainty. Additional contributions are added
to account for pileup in 2011.
MC modeling uncertainties, affecting the transfer
factors, are derived from alternative MC samples with
different generators, or with different generator
parameters.
Apart from jet energy scale, jet energy resolution and
MC modeling uncertainties, further uncertainties on the
background estimates originate from finite MC statistics of
top and W þ jets events, from lepton energy/momentum
scale and resolution uncertainties, from uncertainty in the
lepton misidentification rates, from the identification effi-
ciencies for real leptons, and from b-tagging uncertainties.
The uncertainties on the background estimates are summa-
rized in Table I.
Systematic uncertainties on the SUSY signal are esti-
mated through variation of the factorization and renormal-
ization scales in PROSPINO between half and twice their
default values, by considering variations in s, and by
considering the PDF uncertainties provided by CTEQ6.
Uncertainties are calculated for individual SUSY produc-
tion processes. In the relevant regions of parameter space
in the MSUGRA/CMSSM model, these theoretical uncer-
tainties on the signal cross sections are typically 20–30%.
Further uncertainties on the number of predicted signal
events arise from the JES uncertainty (1–10%), the JER
uncertainty (1–10%), pileup uncertainties (1–10%), lepton
trigger and identification uncertainties (1–4%), the uncer-
tainty on the luminosity (3.7%), and finite statistics of the
signal Monte Carlo samples ( 15%). Uncertainties in the
modeling of initial state radiation in signal events affect the
uncertainty of the acceptance for low values of squark and/
or gluino masses, and for small mass differences in the
simplified models. These uncertainties are estimated from
TABLE I. Breakdown, in number of events, of the dominant
systematic uncertainties on background estimates in the various
signal regions. Note that the nuisance parameters of individual
uncertainties can be correlated in the fit, and therefore their
uncertainties do not necessarily add quadratically to the total
background uncertainty.
Electron channel 3JL 3JT 4JL 4JT
Total statistical ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃNobs
p Þ 8:4 3:7 6:4 3:0
Total background systematic 30:2 7:4 17:9 3:7
jet=EmissT energy resolution 5:9 0:5 4:2 0:8
jet=EmissT energy scale 18:6 4:1 13:6 2:4
Lepton energy resolution 0:5 0:3 0:1 0:3
Lepton energy scale 1:1 0:3 0:4 0:5
b-tagging 1:2 0:2 0:7 0:1
MC stat top 5:8 2:0 3:8 1:4
MC stat W 4:4 2:3 2:2 1:3
Lepton misidentification rate 1:4 0:1 0:2 <0:1
Real lepton rate 1:5 0:3 0:8 0:1
Top background modeling 15:9 2:1 9:8 1:2
W background modeling 19:0 5:6 5:1 1:9
Pileup 5:1 1:0 2:5 0:4
Muon channel 3JL 3JT 4JL 4JT
Total statistical ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃNobs
p Þ 7:6 3:3 7:1 2:7
Total background systematic 19:3 4:3 15:8 2:7
jet=EmissT energy resolution 9:0 1:1 0:9 0:5
jet=EmissT energy scale 7:0 0:2 9:1 1:6
Lepton energy resolution <0:1 <0:1 <0:1 <0:1
Lepton energy scale 0:8 0:3 1:4 0:5
b-tagging 1:0 0:2 0:9 0:1
MC stat top 5:4 2:1 4:0 1:4
MC stat W 2:5 1:4 2:6 0:7
Lepton misidentification rate <0:1 <0:1 <0:1 <0:1
Real lepton rate 0:5 0:1 0:4 <0:1
Top background modeling 12:9 2:4 10:0 1:2
W background modeling 8:8 2:7 7:3 0:7
Pileup 3:5 0:8 2:7 0:3
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variations of MC generator parameters as well as by ex-
plicitly generating ~g ~gþjet and ~q ~qþjet events with a
matrix element approach as implemented in MadGraph 5
[57]. Resulting uncertainties vary from negligible at high
masses and high mass splittings, to 30% at low masses
and low mass splittings.
X. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
Figs. 5 and 6 show the distributions of the effective mass
in the 3-jet and 4-jet signal regions, respectively, after
application of the final selection criteria described in
Sec. VII A, except for the cut on meff itself.
As discussed in Sec. VIII, a combined fit to the
number of observed events in the signal and control
regions is performed. The fit is performed for the four
signal regions individually. The likelihood function of
the fit is written as
Lðnjs;b; Þ ¼ PS  PW  PT  CSyst; (1)
where n represents the number of observed events in
data, s is the SUSY signal to be tested, b is the back-
ground, and  represents the systematic uncertainties,
which are treated as nuisance parameters with a
Gaussian probability density function. The three P func-
tions in the right-hand side are Poisson probability dis-
tributions for event counts in the defined signal (S) and
control regions (W and T, for W and top pair, respec-
tively) and CSyst represents the constraints on systematic
FIG. 5 (color online). Distributions of the effective mass for events in the 3-jet signal regions 3JL (top) and 3JT (bottom) for the
electron channel (left) and the muon channel (right), after application of the final selection criteria described in Sec. VII A, except for
the cut on meff itself. The ‘‘Data/SM’’ plots show the ratio between data and the summed standard model expectation. The uncertainty
band on the standard model expectation combines the MC statistical uncertainty and systematic uncertainties on the jet energy scale
and resolution, the lepton resolution and identification efficiencies, pileup and luminosity. For illustration, the expected signal
distributions of the MSUGRA/CMSSM model point m0 ¼ 500 GeV, m1=2 ¼ 330 GeV are also shown.
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uncertainties. Systematic uncertainties can be correlated
between the signal and control regions. The determina-
tion of the multijet contribution to the various regions,
with the method described in Sec. VIII, is performed as
part of the fit procedure.
In ‘‘discovery mode,’’ the number of SUSY signal
events in the signal regions is left free in the fit, as well
as the background normalizations and nuisance parame-
ters. Possible signal contamination in the control regions is
ignored. This fit tests the standard model hypothesis in the
signal regions, and quantifies any possible excess of events
above the background-only expectation in the signal re-
gions. The results of the ‘‘discovery fit’’ are shown in
Tables II and III. Note that for the control regions, by
construction, the number of ‘‘fitted’’ background events
equals the number of observed events. The observed num-
ber of events in data is consistent with the standard model
expectation. The last column in Table IV shows the p
values of the discovery fit to data [pðs ¼ 0Þ for the no-
signal hypothesis] for the individual electron and muon
channels.
Model-independent upper limits on new physics con-
tributions to (only) the signal regions can be derived
from the discovery fit results. The ignorance of possible
signal contamination in the control regions in the dis-
covery fit leads to conservative upper limits on non-
standard model contributions. The limits are derived
using the CLs method [58] based on the profile
FIG. 6 (color online). Distributions of the effective mass for events in the 4-jet signal regions 4JL (top) and 4JT (bottom) for the
electron channel (left) and the muon channel (right), after application of the final selection criteria described in Sec. VII A, except for
the cut on meff itself. The ‘‘Data/SM’’ plots show the ratio between data and the summed standard model expectation. The uncertainty
band on the standard model expectation combines the MC statistical uncertainty and systematic uncertainties on the jet energy scale
and resolution, the lepton resolution and identification efficiencies, pileup and luminosity. For illustration, the expected signal
distributions of the MSUGRA/CMSSM model point m0 ¼ 500 GeV, m1=2 ¼ 330 GeV are also shown.
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likelihood ratio test statistic [59], ðsÞ ¼
2ðlnLðnjs; ^^b; ^^Þ  lnLðnjs^; b^; ^ÞÞ, where s^, b^ and ^




the likelihood for a given choice of s. In the fit, s and s^
are constrained to be non-negative. The resulting
95% confidence level (CL) limits are shown in
Table IV as observed and expected upper limits on the
number of non-SM events in the signal regions, as well
as upper limits on the visible cross section (which equals
the limit on the observed number of signal events di-
vided by the integrated luminosity).
Limits within the MSUGRA/CMSSM framework are
derived from a second fit to signal and control regions,
in ‘‘exclusion mode.’’ This fit mode tests for a specific
new physics model, 3 to 10, the limits are to a good
approximation independent of tan. For higher values
of tan, up to tan ¼ 40, the effect on the limits
depends on m0 and m1=2; for regions in the
ðm0; m1=2Þ plane with m~q  m~g, mass limits deteriorate
by up to 10%.
The results for the interpretation in terms of the simpli-
fied models are shown in Fig. 8. Again, the selection
TABLE III. Fit results for the electron (top part) and muon (bottom part) channels in the loose 4-jet (4JL) and tight 4-jet (4JT) signal
regions. The results are obtained from the control regions using the ‘‘discovery fit’’ (see text for details). Nominal MC expectations
(normalized to MC cross sections) are given between parentheses for comparison.
Electron channel 4JL Signal region 4JT Signal region Top region W region
Observed events 41 9 1382 1872
Fitted top events 38 15 (34) 4:5 2:6 (4.1) 1258 44 (1138) 391 14 (354)
Fitted W=Z events 9:5 7:5 (9.2) 3:5 2:2 (3.4) 88 21 (86) 1242 89 (1202)
Fitted multijet events 0:90þ0:540:37 0:00
þ0:02
0:00 35 13 239 78
Fitted sum of background events 48 18 8:0 3:7 1382 37 1872 43
Muon channel 4JL Signal region 4JT Signal region Top region W region
Observed events 50 7 1448 1623
Fitted top events 39 13 (36) 4:7 2:2 (4.3) 1319 45 (1231) 382 13 (357)
Fitted W=Z events 14:1 8:5 (14.2) 1:4 1:1 (1.4) 91 19 (92) 1169 46 (1185)
Fitted multijet events 0:0þ0:00:0 0:0
þ0:6
0:0 38 10 71 16
Fitted sum of background events 53 16 6:0 2:7 1448 38 1623 40
TABLE II. Fit results for the electron (top part) and muon (bottom part) channels in the loose 3-jet (3JL) and tight 3-jet (3JT) signal
regions. The results are obtained from the control regions using the ‘‘discovery fit’’ (see text for details). Nominal MC expectations
(normalized to MC cross sections) are given between parentheses for comparison.
Observed events 71 14 162 565
Fitted top events 56 20 (51) 7:6 3:0 (6.8) 125 16 (112) 64 8 (58)
Fitted W=Z events 35 20 (34) 10:5 6:5 (10.1) 30:1 9:1 (29.3) 425 36 (413)
Fitted multijet events 6:0þ2:31:4 0:46
þ0:37
0:22 7:2 2:6 76 24
Fitted sum of background events 97 30 18:5 7:4 162 13 565 24
Muon channel 3JL Signal region 3JT Signal region Top region W region
Observed events 58 11 166 413
Fitted top events 47 16 (38) 8:9 3:2 (7.3) 142 14 (115) 70 7 (57)
Fitted W=Z events 16:6 9:4 (20.1) 5:0 3:2 (61) 19:0 4:8 (232) 322 23 (393)
Fitted multijet events 0:0þ0:00:0 0:0
þ0:6
0:0 5:4 2:2 21:6 5:7
Fitted sum of background events 64 19 13:9 4:3 166 13 413 20
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yielding the best expected limit for a given parameter
point is used for the combination of the four signal
regions. The plots of Fig. 8 show an upper limit on
the cross section for new physics, at 95% CL, as a
function of neutralino (LSP) and gluino or squark
mass, for three different values of the third free parame-
ter, corresponding to the ratio of the mass differences in
the relevant SUSY decay mode, x ¼ ðm~ 
m~0Þ=ðm~g m~0Þ (for the gluino models) or x ¼ ðm~ 
m~0Þ=ðm~q m~0Þ (for the squark models). To obtain
these upper limits, identical cross sections are assumed
for the electron and muon channels, and no theoretical
uncertainties are considered. The plots of Fig. 8 show
that the limits on the cross section for new physics
deteriorate when the LSP mass approaches the squark
or gluino mass, i.e., when the mass spectrum is com-
pressed. Also indicated on the plots are the observed
exclusion regions, assuming production cross sections as
calculated with PROSPINO for the MSSM, and a 100%
branching fraction into the assumed decay modes. In the
gluino model, all squark masses are set to 4.5 TeV and
only gluino pair production is considered. In the squark
model, the masses of the gluino and of the third-
generation squarks are set to 4.5 TeV. The masses of
the left- and right-handed squarks of the first- and
second-generation are set to be equal. By setting the
gluino mass to 4.5 TeV, the t-channel (gluino exchange)
production of ~qL~qR is effectively suppressed. In super-
symmetric theories such as the MSSM only the left-
handed squarks decay to charginos with 100% wino
content, which is implied by this particular simplified
model. Therefore the PROSPINO squark pair production
cross section is divided by a factor of 2 to obtain the
~qL~qL cross section. Note that reducing the gluino mass
to 1.2 TeV would increase this cross section by a few
percent for m~q ¼ 200 GeV, but by a factor two for
m~q ¼ 400 GeV. For the calculation of the exclusion
regions, theoretical uncertainties on the cross sections,
as discussed in Sec. IX, are taken into account. In the
gluino model at high x, gluino masses up to 650 GeV are
excluded for massless LSPs, but for LSP masses above
280 GeV no exclusion can be made. In this model, LSP
masses below 200 GeV are excluded for gluino masses
below 600 GeV and x > 1=2. The best exclusion limits
are obtained for x ¼ 3=4, which gives rise to higher pT
leptons than the x ¼ 1=4 case. In the squark model, no
exclusion in the x ¼ 1=4 and x ¼ 1=2 planes can be
made. These results are the first simplified model
results in the one-lepton channel, and complement
earlier simplified model results for the zero-lepton
channel [16,17].
For the bilinear R-parity-violating model, among the
four signal regions considered, the tight selection criteria
provide wider reach than the loose ones. The most
stringent exclusion limits are set by the 4JT signal region
as shown in Fig. 9. The model is not tested for regions of
parameter space where c of the LSP exceeds about
15 mm, which is approximately the case for m1=2 <
240 GeV. Within the context of this model, and for
equal squark and gluino masses, masses below
760 GeV are excluded.
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FIG. 7 (color online). Observed and expected 95% CL exclu-
sion limits, as well as the 1 variation on the median expected
limit, in the combined electron and muon channels. The plots
also show the published limits from CDF [60], D0 [61], and the
results from the LEP experiments [62].
TABLE IV. 95% CL upper limits on the visible cross section
(hi95obs) and on the observed (S95obs) and expected (S95exp) number
of signal events for the various signal regions. The last two
columns indicate the CLB value and discovery p-value (pðs ¼
0Þ). All numbers are given for the individual electron and muon
channels.
Electron channel hi95obs [fb] S95obs S95exp CLB pðs ¼ 0Þ
3JL 50 52 63þ2311 0.21 0.79
3JT 14 14.3 16:5þ6:73:0 0.30 0.71
4JL 33 34 38þ157 0.35 0.65
4JT 10 10.6 9:5þ4:31:6 0.61 0.42
Muon channel hi95obs [fb] S95obs S95exp CLB pðs ¼ 0Þ
3JL 36 38 41þ167 0.39 0.60
3JT 10 9.9 11:4þ4:52:0 0.31 0.70
4JL 31 32 34þ147 0.42 0.58
4JT 9 8.9 8:0þ3:01:6 0.63 0.39
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FIG. 8 (color online). Excluded cross sections at 95% confidence level for the simplified models. The left column shows the results
for the gluino models, the right column shows the results for the squark models. The top row plots represent the case x ¼ 1=4, the
middle row x ¼ 1=2, and the bottom row x ¼ 3=4. The color coding (right axis) represents the model-independent cross section limit.
Full lines indicate the observed exclusion regions in the shown plane assuming production cross sections as calculated with PROSPINO
for the MSSM, and a 100% branching fraction into the assumed decay modes. The dashed line shows the corresponding median
expected limit and the dotted lines show the 1 variation on the expected limit.
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XI. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION
In this paper, an update of the search for supersymmetry
is presented, in final states containing one isolated electron
or muon, jets, and missing transverse momentum. Good
agreement is seen between the observed number of events
in the signal regions and the standard model expectation,
and limits are set on contributions of new physics to the
signal regions. These limits significantly improve on the
results from 2010 data and are applied to a wider range of
SUSY models. Model-independent limits on the cross
section of new physics contributions to the signal regions
are set, varying between 9 fb and 50 fb depending on the
channel and the signal region. In the MSUGRA/CMSSM
model and for equal squark and gluino masses, gluino
masses below 820 GeV are excluded. Limits are set on
simplified models for gluino production and decay and
squark production and decay via an intermediate chargino.
For the gluino model and for the decay ratio x > 1=2, LSP
masses below 200 GeV are excluded for gluino masses
below 600 GeV. For the first time at the LHC, limits are set
on supersymmetric models with bilinear R-parity
violation.
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